
TRIGOSCOOT-The Perfect Companion for Your Hoverboard or Mini Segway! 

Experience a whole new level of micro-mobility with TRIGOSCOOT, the adaptable electric Mini Cargo 

Scooter designed to fit different hoverboards or Mini Segways. Get ready for seamless rides, 

lightweight versatility, and top-notch reliability. 

 

 

 

Advantages in Everyday Life: Adaptable to Your Hoverboard: TRIGOSCOOT is the ultimate partner for 

your existing hoverboard or Mini Segway. The platform easily attaches to the engine, transforming 

your hoverboard into a powerful and efficient Mini Cargo Scooter. 

Lightweight and Easy to Manoeuvre: Enjoy effortless navigation through tight spaces and crowded 

streets. TRIGOSCOOT's lightweight design ensures nimble handling, making your daily commutes and 

adventures a breeze. 

Customizable Cargo Platform: The detachable platform is designed for your convenience. Adjust it 

according to your needs, whether it's carrying groceries, packages, or work equipment. TRIGOSCOOT 

adapts to your lifestyle seamlessly. 

Eco-Friendly & Low Maintenance: With an electric powertrain, TRIGOSCOOT contributes to a 

greener environment by producing zero emissions. Plus, its design simplicity translates to minimal 

maintenance, saving you time and money while ensuring a reliable and efficient ride every time you 

hop on. 

Secure and Reliable Ride: Your safety is our priority. TRIGOSCOOT's engineered attachment to the 

hoverboard guarantees a secure connection, providing a stable and reliable ride throughout your 

journeys. 



Versatility at Its Best: From your daily work commute to leisurely explorations, TRIGOSCOOT is 

designed to handle it all. It's the perfect fusion of micro-mobility and cargo transportation, offering 

you unparalleled versatility in urban living. 

Sleek and Stylish Design: Embrace TRIGOSCOOT's modern and sleek appearance. Stand out in style 

as you effortlessly navigate through the city and handle your day-to-day tasks with confidence. 

Upgrade your micro-mobility experience today with TRIGOSCOOT. Unlock the full potential of your 

hoverboard or Mini Segway and enjoy lightweight versatility, minimal maintenance, and an eco-

friendly ride. Get ready to embrace the future of micro-mobility with TRIGOSCOOT! 
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TRIGOSCOOT is a pioneer in engineering and building compact, all-terrain cargo extension platforms for self-balancing 

scooters. (Segway/Hoverboard)  

 

We invented and designed the most multi-functional hoverboard micro cargo-platform in the market called *TRIGOSCOOT* 

Attach and detach our lightweight multiuse Platform without tools in a few seconds and convert your Balance-Board into a 

highly functional, Personal Cargo-Commuter, Industry-picking scooter, Golf scooter, Golf board, Factory-Scooter, Urban Fun-

Scooter, Warehouse Material Handling cart, etc.  

 

We are developers of smart, lightweight micro-mobility cargo solutions for industry and private usage. (Working scooter, 

Utility scooter, Cargo scooter)  
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https://www.trigoscoot.com  

https://www.instagram.com/trigoscoot  

https://www.tiktok.com/@trigoscoot  

https://www.facebook.com/trigoscoot  

https://www.youtube.com/@trigoscoot 

 


